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Foreword

Harold Bennett was the pseudonym of the 
famous march composer Henry Fillmore (1881–
1956). Fillmore wrote under seven different 
pseudonyms, but Harold Bennett, the most 
popular of all of these names, was reserved 
exclusively for marches that were intended for 
younger bands. The Bennett Band Book series, 
the first volume of which was published by Carl 
Fischer in 1923, consisted of four volumes of 
marches, characteristic pieces and overtures. It 
was one of the most popular series ever published 
for young bands. Since its publication, it has sold 
literally millions of copies and was the source 
by which most young bands learned the march 
form in the middle part of the twentieth century. 
In the past twenty-five years, however, bands 
and band-music publications have changed 
dramatically. For example, full-size editions with 
full scores have replaced the small quickstep-
sized marches. The instrumentation for young 
bands has changed as well. Fillmore wrote all 
of the Bennett Band Book marches according to 
the instrumentation of his day, featuring three 
parts for clarinets, trumpets and trombones, 
and four parts for horns. Moreover, the clarinets 
were written for projection out of doors in 
their upper registers, which can be difficult 
for younger players. Today, young band pieces 
are written with smaller instrumentations, and 
the clarinet ranges—in fact, all of the ranges—
are more carefully considered. Due to the new 
developments in young band writing that became 
accepted in the mid-1980s, the Bennett Band 
Books lost favor and went out of print by the mid-
1990s.

Since 1999, I have endeavored to breathe 
new life into the delightful Bennett marches 
by arranging them to accommodate the needs 
and performance styles of today’s young bands. 
I have occasionally altered keys due to range 
restrictions, but most often I have altered only 
the instrumentation and limited the clarinet 
ranges. It has been my goal to retain the original 
charm of these special little marches so that 

future generations can enjoy them and learn 
how to play this important musical form, which 
is such an integral part of the heritage of the 
concert band.

Twelve of these tuneful gems have been 
collected together in this second volume, which 
is a bit more challenging than the first volume. 
This volume includes marches in , cut-time and 
 and in the keys of F, B , E  and A  major, with one 

march (Sabo) that begins in the relative minor. 
All of these marches were composed according 
to the standard march form, consisting of first 
strain, second strain and Trio with the standard 
modulation to the subdominant. Some of the 
marches in this collection contain a break strain 
or “dogfight” section. It is my opinion that the 
quality of any concert band can be determined 
simply by how well they perform a march. 
Marches can be dull and boring to play and 
listen to if played without appropriate style and 
dynamic contrast. 

Fillmore as a performer was something of 
a showman. He played his marches rather fast 
and never played them the same way twice. I 
have suggested some ways you can change the 
orchestration at the Trio of each march, but you 
should use your own musical taste and make 
changes to suit your needs and to make the 
marches more exciting to play and listen to. I 
also suggest that you read the biography of Henry 
Fillmore called Hallelujah Trombone by Paul 
Bierley (Paul E. Bierley. Hallelujah Trombone: 
The Story of Henry Fillmore. (New York: Carl 
Fischer, LLC, 2003). It will give you new insight 
into the music of this interesting and important 
figure in band-music history.

An additional feature of this collection is 
the march style warm-ups (pp. 5–21),which I 
composed to help teach the march style and to 
prepare students for specific performance aspects 
of the marches that are found in this volume. A 
detailed explanation of how to use these warm-
ups may be found on pp. 3–4. Marches should 
be fun to play. Fillmore’s tuneful marches plus 
the diligent work of you and your students will 
provide enjoyable listening for your audience as 
well. Good luck!

—Larry Clark, 2015
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How To Use the March Warm-ups

Playing in a march style can present difficulties 
for young students. The most prevalent problem 
is that students have a tendency to play every 
note too short. Conversely, accented notes are 
usually played incorrectly with too much tongue. 
Do marches contain short notes? Absolutely, 
but these shortest of notes should be reserved 
for notes that precede an accent or notes that 
are specifically marked with a staccato. Think 
of unmarked notes as being separated, but not 
short and certainly not clipped or stopped with 
the tongue. Accented notes should be played 
with more weight using air and more length, and 
not just a harder tongue. Accents are given to 
show emphasis to a note and should be thought 
of in this manner.

The warm-up exercises provided in this 
collection should give you many opportunities 
to stress the above-mentioned comments on 
march performance style. The following gives an 
explanation on the purpose and use of each of 
these exercises.

No. 1 – March Chorale

This exercise is simply a short warm-up 
chorale that is designed to use harmonies that 
are common in the marches in this book. You 
will hear secondary dominants and diminished 
seventh chords, along with voice leading that 
is similar to these Bennett/Fillmore marches 
and American marches in general. You may 
then want to consider slowly speeding up this 
exercise until it is at march tempo and in march 
style. This will help students to understand that 
sonority is important at any tempo and that the 
notes do not have to be too short, just separated.

No. 2 – Intros

The style of a march is clearly defined right 
from the start of the piece, and good bands will 
focus on the introduction of the march to set up 
the style, because it usually contains key motivic 
elements that are found in the rest of the march. 
This exercise takes the same introduction in 
cut-time and writes it in the four keys found in 
this book. It is suggested that you work on the 
style in the first key and ask the students to 
transfer what was learned to the other keys. You 
should then play this exercise without stopping 
so that students become proficient at changing 
keys quickly, as they will have to do at the Trio 
section of each of these marches. Remind them 
that accented notes are given more length and 
weight, and that staccato notes are not so short 
that they have no tone.

No. 3 – More Intros

The concept of exercise No. 3 is the same as 
No. 2, but this series of introductions is done in 
time. Emphasize the space between the staccato 
quarter note in the second measure and the 
accented dotted-quarter on beat 2.

No. 4 –  Rhythmic Patterns

Students struggle at first with  rhythms 
because they don’t know how much space they 
should put between the quarter note and the 
eighth note. There is also a natural tendency for 
these types of rhythms to rush. This particular 
pattern emphasizes the lower neighboring 
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tones and chromatics. Try adding some slurring 
patterns to the exercise for more variety. Finally, 
make sure you play the last note of each key like 
it is the end of a march. Establish the length you 
want the stinger of a march to be and work on that 
during this exercise. As with the intro patterns 
above, you should play the exercises in all four 
keys without stopping, once the students have 
mastered the style of the exercise. Remember to 
use a variety of articulation patterns during this 
exercise as well.

No. 5 –  Patterns with Chromatics

See the information under No. 4 and apply it 
to this exercise. It is important in this exercise 
as well to emphasize the difference between the 
accented dotted-quarter notes and the other 
rhythms.

No. 6 –  Galop Pattern

Just like exercises Nos. 4 and 5, you will have 
to encourage your students to play this pattern 
with the appropriate amount of space between 
the notes and work on not rushing the tempo. 
The galop rhythm presented here needs to sound 
different than the quarter note followed by the 
eighth-note rhythms found in the previous two 
exercises. There needs to be much more space, 
and the style should have a nice bounce to it. 
Notice that the bass instruments are playing a 
typical bass line during this exercise. Work on 
making sure that the second beat is lighter than 
the first beat as described below. Again, make 
the stinger at the end of each key the length that 
you prefer and play the exercise in all keys non-
stop once the style has been mastered in one key.

Other Ideas for March Performance

A rehearsal practice that has worked very 
well for me is to start out by having the band play 
the march very slowly at about  = 60 in a chorale/
legato style. The slow tempo is a fine opportunity 
to work on clarity of harmonic movement and to 
work on the balance and blend of the tutti band 
sound. This will pay great dividends toward 
improving the sound of your band. 

Another important consideration is the 
performance of the bass line and the bass drum 
part. Too often, the bass drum and bass instruments 

play their parts with equal emphasis on both 
beats in the measure. This is incorrect, and 
frequently makes the march slow down and lose 
intensity. The first beat of the measure should 
have more emphasis (i.e., be louder) than the 
second beat. Also, I often tell players that the 
second beat should be performed as if it were 
a pick-up to the next downbeat. This way, the 
second beat will propel the march forward from 
measure to measure. It makes a big difference in 
the energy and drive of a march. Try it!
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HAROLD BENNETT
Arranged by Larry Clark

Copyright © 1912 by The Fillmore Bros. Co.
All rights assigned to Carl Fischer, LLC

This arrangement Copyright © 2010 by Carl Fischer, LLC
All rights reserved including performing rights.
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HAROLD BENNETT
Arranged by Larry Clark

Copyright © 1926 by The Fillmore Bros. Co. Copyright renewed.
All rights assigned to Carl Fischer, LLC.

This arrangement Copyright © 2015 by Carl Fischer, LLC.
All rights reserved.
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HAROLD BENNETT
Arranged by Larry Clark

Copyright © 1937 by The Fillmore Bros. Co. All rights assigned to Carl Fischer, LLC
This arrangement Copyright © 2012 by Fillmore Music House

All rights administered by Carl Fischer, LLC
 All rights reserved including performing rights.
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HAROLD BENNETT
Arranged by Larry Clark

Copyright © 1923 by Fillmore Bros. Co.
All rights assigned to Carl Fischer, LLC

This arrangement Copyright © 2014 by Carl Fischer, LLC
All rights reserved including performing rights.
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HAROLD BENNETT
Arranged by Larry Clark

Copyright © 1923 by The Fillmore Bros. Co. Copyright renewed.
All rights assigned to Carl Fischer, LLC.

This arrangement Copyright © 2015 by Carl Fischer, LLC.
All rights reserved.
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